FRMS compliance solutions | Practical fire extinguisher training
Overview
BullsEye uses advanced laser technology to simulate the discharge of
foam/water or CO2 extinguishers for a completely clean, safe and cost
effective training experience. BullsEye senses where the user aims and
sweeps a laser training extinguisher and automatically varies the LED
driven digital flames in response.
This allows your trainees to learn how to effectively use a fire
extinguisher in their actual work environment. Training can now take
place completely indoors - allowing you to train anywhere, anytime.

Our training solution is Clean, Cost effective, Safe and most importantly
realistic and engaging.

Course title:

Practical fire extinguisher training

Location:

At your premises or at one of our regional
offices.

Cost:

£400 + VAT per course (held at your
premises) for up to 10 delegates.

Duration:

2.5 hours

Course Format:
The course follows recognised methodology for delivery:

Like most employers you are probably giving your staff basic
fire safety training as is required by Law. This training
probably includes some basic information around the type
and use of fire extinguishers but doesn’t include practical
hands on training.

1.

Fire precautions regulations/legislation

2.

Chemistry of fire and how fire spreads

3.

Types and classifications of fires

4.

Common causes of fire

5.

Hazard spotting/hazard reduction

6.

Fire extinguishers: theory

7.

Fire extinguishers: practical use of Bullseye system

Who should attend?

Fire authorities will be seeking compliance from employer responsible

This course is suitable for all staff of all levels, the training is

persons by identifying that the training of an adequate number

particularly suited to the corporate office environment, hospitality,

of employees

industrial, and healthcare. Tailored courses for operational social

to
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housing staff and contractors are also available.

We at Frankham understand the limitations and practicalities of live

How to book

fire extinguisher training which requires an outdoor space where live

Email holly.garland@frankham-rms.com

fires can be lit, where extinguishers can be discharged and

booking.

for details or to make a

where employees can engage with the training in business attire,
when the weather might be inclimate. As a result most employer’s

Who are we?

opt for a classroom based theoretical session which is often boring

Frankham – RMS are an Institute of fire safety managers approved

and tends not to give adequate levels of training.

training centre. Frankham Risk Management Services provides
authoritative and strategic advice on asset risk management, property

So we decided to search for a solution for our clients and created an

legislation, Fire, health, safety, quality and environmental risk

Industry leading, cost effective, practical, hands on, engaging

management and property and facilities outsourcing. FRMS provides

fire extinguisher training course that can be undertaken indoors, in

advice on functional business management, compliance auditing and

any location at any time of day, in any weather.

corporate governance. The team consists of high calibre individuals,
chosen to respond to the challenges presented by the nature of the

Our course is made possible by the recent acquisition of the

works. Every member has successfully delivered projects for clients in

cutting edge BullsEye™ Laser-Driven Fire Extinguisher Training

the past, and all are well suited to the demands of collaborative

System.

working as part of a unified team.

